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Abstract
The papillomaviruses (PVs) are a family of viruses infecting several mammalian and nonmammalian species that cause
cervical cancer in humans. The evolutionary history of the PVs as it associated with a wide range of host species is not well
understood. Incongruities between the phylogenetic trees of various viral genes as well as between these genes and the
host phylogenies suggest historical viral recombination as well as violations of strict virus–host cospeciation. The extent of
recombination events among PVs is uncertain, however, and there is little evidence to support a theory of PV spread via
recent host transfers. We have investigated incongruence between PV genes and hence, the possibility of recombination,
using Bayesian phylogenetic methods. We ﬁnd signiﬁcant evidence for phylogenetic incongruence among the six PV genes
E1, E2, E6, E7, L1, and L2, indicating substantial recombination. Analysis of E1 and L1 phylogenies suggests ancestral
recombination events. We also describe a new method for examining alternative host–parasite association mechanisms by
applying importance sampling to Bayesian divergence time estimation. This new approach is not restricted by a ﬁxed viral
tree topology or knowledge of viral divergence times, multiple parasite taxa per host may be included, and it can
distinguish between prior divergence of the virus before host speciation and host transfer of the virus following speciation.
Using this method, we ﬁnd prior divergence of PV lineages associated with the ancestral mammalian host resulting in at
least 6 PV lineages prior to speciation of this host. These PV lineages have then followed paths of prior divergence and
cospeciation to eventually become associated with the extant host species. Only one signiﬁcant instance of host transfer is
supported, the transfer of the ancestral L1 gene between a Primate and Hystricognathi host based on the divergence times
between the t human type 41 and porcupine PVs.
Key words: papillomavirus, phylogenetic incongruence, importance sampling, host transfer, relaxed clock models, Bayesian
analysis.
Introduction
Papillomaviruses (PVs) are small, nonenveloped viruses
that cause lesions on the surface of mucosal and cutaneous
tissue. The lesions typically regress spontaneously although
persistent infection of a subset of these viruses can lead to
the formation of malignant tumors (Durst et al. 1983;
Boshart et al. 1984; zur Hausen 1989, 2000; Ho et al.
1995; Campo 2002; Ferenczy and Franco 2002; Pﬁster
2003; Schiffman et al. 2005; Doorbar 2006).
PV contains a circular double-stranded DNA genome
approximately 8 kb in size commonly consisting of up
to 8 genes, which are classed as either ‘‘early’’ (genes
E1–E2,E4–E7)or‘‘late’’(L1andL2)basedontheirtemporal
expression (Danos et al. 1982). E1 and E2 encode proteins
importantintheviralreplicationprocessandarepresentin
all PV genomes; the function of E4 is not yet fully under-
stood but is thought to contribute to replication efﬁciency
and virus release. The remaining early genes (E5, E6, and E7)
areknownasthe‘‘transforminggenes’’;atleastoneofthese
genes is observed in all PV genomes. The transforming
genes play an important role in disrupting cellular pro-
cesses and thus allowing cell cycle progression in order
to facilitate viral genome ampliﬁcation (Doorbar 2005).
The late genes, L1 and L2, are referred to as ‘‘structural
genes’’ due to their role in the formation of the virus par-
ticle. Both late genes are also universally present among PV
genomes.
One of the most striking features about the PVs is their
association with a wide range of hosts. Well established as
parasites of two avian species and numerous species from
the various mammalian orders, the host range was recently
extended to include reptiles (Herbst et al. 2009). The evo-
lutionary history of this family of viruses, and details of how
the various host associations arose, remains a source of
controversy. The benign nature of most PV infections cou-
pled with the high host speciﬁcity indicates a long associ-
ation of host and virus, supporting the idea of ‘‘host-linked
evolution’’ characterized by simultaneous cospeciation of
host and virus (Chan et al. 1992; Ong et al. 1993; Bernard
1994; Tachezy, Duson, et al. 2002; Tachezy, Rector, et al.
2002). The association of PVs with birds, turtles, and mam-
mals dictates that, under a cospeciation mechanism, PVs
have been evolving with their hosts for over 300 million
years.
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eCospeciation of viruses and hosts should result in agree-
ment between the host and virus phylogenetic tree topol-
ogies. As an increasing number of PV sequences has
enabledthegenerationofmoredetailedphylogenetictrees,
however, discordances between the evolutionary histories
of the PVs and that of the associated host species have be-
comeapparent (Chanetal.1992,1995;Chan,Bernard,etal.
1997; Chan, Ostrow, et al. 1997; Garcia-Vallve et al. 2005;
Bravo and Alonso 2007; Gottschling, Kohler, et al. 2007;
Gottschling, Stamatakis, et al. 2007). These incongruities,
or conﬂicts, between host and virus phylogenies may be
explained by one of two mechanisms as shown in ﬁgure 1.
The ﬁrst mechanism is host transfer, where either the
wholeorpartofaviralgenomeadaptedtoonehostspecies
infectsanother,resultinginastablelineageinthenewhost.
The second mechanism involves prior divergence, the ra-
diation of a single viral lineage into multiple viral lineages
within a single ancestral host. Subsequent speciation of the
host may result in differential segregation of the viral lin-
eagesamongtheresultanthostspecies (incomplete lineage
sorting), extinction of some of these viral lineages among
descendent hosts, or simply a failure to detect the multiple
virus lineages in the descendent species, so that the occur-
rence of prior divergence is not readily discernible from the
sampled taxa. Either of these two mechanisms can produce
a virus phylogeny that fails to match the host phylogeny, as
shown in ﬁgure 1.
Evidence of prior divergence is abundant among PVs.
Over a hundred PV types are currently known in humans,
most of which cluster into three main groups—the a, b,
and c human papillomaviruses (HPVs)—which may reﬂect
viral divergences to occupy different biological niches
(Chan et al. 1995). Monkeys are also found to be infected
by PVs from the a and b genera (Chan, Bernard, et al. 1997;
Chan, Ostrow, et al. 1997; Gottschling, Kohler, et al. 2007)
implying the occurrence of these viral radiations prior to
primate host speciations. Multiple PV types have also been
detected in various nonprimate species such as cows, dogs,
and horses.
In contrast, evidence for host transfer of extant PVs is
extremely rare. The bovine papillomavirus (BPV1) and
BPV2remaintheonlytypestohavebeenisolatedfromhet-
erogeneous hosts, all of which were ungulates (Otten et al.
1993; Bloch et al. 1994; Antonsson and Hansson 2002;
Chambers et al. 2003; Bogaert et al. 2008). Unlike normal
PV infection of the epithelium, these zoonotic BPVs can
produce only nonproductive ﬁbroblastic tumors or sar-
coidsinhorsesanddonkeys.Amongrabbits,cottontailrab-
bit PV produces productive infections in its natural host
but produces only poorly productive infections that can
progress to cancers in domestic rabbits (Rous and Beard
1935). The difﬁculty of successful host transfer of PVs is
not surprising given the slow evolutionary rate, and thus
long adaptation times, of DNA viruses.
Despite seemingly greater evidence in favor of prior di-
vergence over host transfer, differences in opinion exist as
to which diversiﬁcation mechanisms, or combination of
such mechanisms, best explain the phylogenetic incongru-
ities between PVs and their hosts. Gottschling, Stamatakis,
et al. (2007) proposed that multiple host transfer events of
the b PVs might have occurred between primate species.
Chan, Bernard, et al. (1997), however, conjectured in favor
of prior divergence of the a PVs between their associated
primate species based on shorter evolutionary distances
between intraspecies PVs compared with interspecies PVs.
Distinguishing between ancestral diversiﬁcation mecha-
nisms is not a trivial task. Methods developed to resolve
host and parasite phylogenetic incongruities are predom-
inantly based around ﬁnding the optimal set of events that
can reconcile the observed evolutionary relationships
between parasites with that of the hosts (Brooks 1981;
Page 1994; Charleston 1998). These methods, however, do
not consider the relative timings of species along the trees
and thus may generate historically impossible solutions
involving transfer between noncontemporaneous species.
Statistical methods (Huelsenbeck et al. 1997; Legendre
et al. 2002) provide a different approach by evaluating dif-
ferencesinvariousphylogeneticparametersofthehostand
virus trees but are limited by their inability to handle data
sets with multiple parasites per host. Both of these ap-
proaches can be compromised by uncertainties in either
the parasite or host phylogenies. In general, none of these
methods provide conﬁdent inferences about the nature of
alternative diversiﬁcation mechanisms when cospeciation
is rejected.
FIG.1 .Viral diversiﬁcation mechanisms that may result in
incongruent topologies between virus (dashed) and host (solid).
(a) A virus lineage associated with the ancestral host ABC
cospeciates with its host at the initial speciation event. The
descendent virus lineage in host BC is not observed in host B—this
may be due to extinction of the virus in B, failure of the ancestral
lineage virus to associate with B following speciation of host BC
(‘‘incomplete lineage sorting’’), or a failure to detect the virus. The
virus lineage that has been detected in B is the result of a host
transfer of the virus lineage from A. This host transfer event can be
identiﬁed by comparing the host and viral divergence times as VAB
, HA(BC) in contrast to the previous node where VAC 5 HA(BC)
consistent with cospeciation of the viruses in A and C with their
hosts. (b) The virus lineage associated with ancestral host ABC
diverges prior to the ﬁrst host speciation event resulting in two
virus lineages that can then segregate along the descendant hosts
independently of each other. The viruses associated with hosts A
and B are descended from one lineage, whereas the virus in host C is
descended from the other lineage. Once again, these events are
reﬂected in divergence times: VAB 5 HA(BC) as the virus cospeciated
with its host, however, VAC . HA(BC) indicating the divergence of
virus C prior to speciation of host ABC.
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ferent mechanisms is to examine the relationship between
host and virus divergence times, as shown in ﬁgure 1; for
prior divergence, the divergence of the viruses ‘‘precedes’’
that of the host, whereas with host transfers the temporal
order is reversed. Unfortunately, unlike the faster evolving
RNA viruses, substitution rates for PV cannot be obtained
by sampling viral sequences in real time, making it difﬁcult
to date the viral divergences. Estimates of PV substitution
rates on the order of 10
 8 nucleotide substitutions per site
per year have been obtained by assuming correspondence
between viral and host divergence times (Van Ranst et al.
1995; Tachezy, Duson, et al. 2002; Rector et al. 2007),
although this analysis may be susceptible to saturation
effects as well as assuming the cospeciation mechanism
thatweareinterestedintesting.ThestudyofPVevolution-
ary history is further complicated by the observation of
phylogenetic incongruence ‘‘between’’ genes (Bravo and
Alonso 2004; Garcia-Vallve et al. 2005; Narechania et al.
2005) and ‘‘within’’ genes (Angulo and Carvajal-Rodriguez
2007; Carvajal-Rodriguez 2008), suggesting that even the
various genetic elements of PV do not share a common
phylogenetic relationship.
In this paper,wepresenttheresults ofour analysisofthe
evolutionary history of PVs. We ﬁrst examined the validity
of combining PV genes for phylogenetic analysis of host
association mechanisms by testing the phylogenetic incon-
gruence between the PV genes E1, E2, E6, E7, L1, L2 using
human and nonhuman PV sequences. We applied Bayesian
phylogenetic methods to incongruence testing and report
signiﬁcant topological incongruence between all six genes
studied, indicating that the phylogenetic history of each PV
genemustbeanalyzedseparately.Toexaminetheancestral
diversiﬁcation mechanisms of the PVs, we have devised
a new method of characterizing such events when viral di-
vergence times are not available and the phylogenetic re-
lationships are uncertain. In this method, we applied
importance-sampling techniques from stochastic simula-
tiontheorytoBayesianphylogeneticestimation.Biaseddis-
tributions of divergence times are speciﬁed for the internal
nodes of the PV tree in order to evaluate the likelihood of
viral divergence due to prior divergence or host transfer at
these nodes. We observe multiple incongruities between
the host phylogeny and both the L1 and E1 PV gene phy-
logenies; most of these incongruities are explained by prior
divergence of multiple PV lineages associated with the an-
cestor of all extant mammals but signiﬁcant support is ob-
served for host transfer events between ancestral Primates
and Hystricognathi (porcupine). This method has general
application potential in resolving host–parasite phyloge-
netic incongruities when parasite divergence times are un-
available and when topological uncertainties exist.
Materials and Methods
Amino acid and nucleotide sequences of the PV genes E1,
E2, E6, E7, L1, and L2 were obtained from Genbank (Benson
et al. 2005). Our data set consisted of the entire genome
sequence of 108 different PVs (supplementary table 1, Sup-
plementary Material online). E1, E2, L1, and L2 are present
in all 108 PVs, whereas E6 and E7 are only present in 102 of
these PVs. The protein sequences were aligned individually
using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). Nucleotide alignments were
then constructed from the amino acid alignments using
Pal2nal (Suyama et al. 2006). Gapped positions in the re-
sulting nucleotide alignments were removed.
All phylogenetic inference of the PV genes was per-
formedusingtheBayesianmethodsimplementedinBEAST
(Drummond and Rambaut 2007). In contrast to methods
such as maximum likelihood and neighbor joining, which
determine evolutionary parameters based on the analysis
of an optimal phylogenetic tree, Bayesian phylogenetics
use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to
average over tree topologies, branch lengths, and evolu-
tionary parameters for a given set of sequences, and phy-
logenetic inferences are made from the distributions of the
observed parameters (Drummond et al. 2002; for reviews,
see Huelsenbeck et al. 2001; Yang 2006). In this way, we can
often make conﬁdent predictions about some aspects of
the evolutionary process (e.g., the substitution rate) in
the absence of conﬁdence about other aspects (e.g., the
true phylogenetic tree). In Bayesian methods, the support
for a hypothesis is represented by the ‘‘posterior probabil-
ity,’’ the fraction of the samples that conform to the par-
ticular hypothesis, whereas the ability of the model to
represent the data is represented by the (generally har-
monic) average of the sampled log likelihoods generated
by the Markov chain. The BEAST program allows incorpo-
ration of complex evolutionary models involving rate het-
erogeneity across sites and lineages. For each analysis, we
used the HKY þ C(5) þ Inv evolutionary model, with each
codon position partitioned and branch rates selected from
a relaxed clock lognormal distribution (Drummond et al.
2006). We used the relaxed clock model following rejection
of the molecular clock assumption. A Yule model of spe-
ciation was speciﬁed for the tree prior. In each analysis, the
initial tree was generated randomly.
Gene Incongruence Test
To determine if the six genes had the same evolutionary
history and could be combined in further phylogenetic
analysis, we investigated the phylogenies of the genes in
pairs. By employing a Bayesian approach, we could deter-
mine the evidence for incongruence between the two
genes in the absence of conﬁdent phylogenetic trees for
either. For each gene pair, we performed two separate
BEAST analyses, each sampling over two separate phyloge-
netic trees, one for each gene. The question was whether
constraining the sampling process to only consider pairs of
treeswithidenticaltopologieswouldproduceasigniﬁcantly
worse ﬁt to the observed data, quantiﬁed as change in the
total log likelihood, indicating differences in tree topologies
and evidence for incongruence (similar to the approach of
Huelsenbeck and Bull [1996] but applied in a Bayesian
framework). In the ‘‘constrained topology’’ analysis, the
two gene alignments were linked together by specifying
the same evolutionary parameters and tree topology for
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dently for the two trees. For the ‘‘unconstrained topolo-
gies’’ analysis, the two gene alignments had the same
evolutionary parameters but individual tree topologies
and branchrates were speciﬁedforeach gene.Eachanalysis
was repeated again to ensure convergence. For each gene
pairing, we calculated the marginal log likelihoods, esti-
mated by calculating the harmonic means of the log like-
lihoodsateachstate,forboththetopologicallyconstrained
and the unconstrained MCMC chains. Tests of incongru-
ence between the genes E1, E2, L1, and L2 were performed
using a data set of 108 PV sequences; tests of incongruence
which includedeitherE6 orE7were performedusingadata
set of 102 PV sequences as the following PV types lack one
or both of these transforming genes: PePV, PsPV, TtPV2,
BPV3, BPV9, BPV10.
Importance Sampling of Diversiﬁcation
Mechanisms
The observed phylogenetic incongruities between viral
genes and hosts suggest a more complicated history than
simple virus–host cospeciation. Piecing together this evo-
lutionary history is difﬁcult. Oneimportant clue is evidence
for either prior divergence or host transfer events, which
can be determined based on the relative timing of the virus
and host divergences. We can determine the evidence for
prior divergence or host transfers based on the probability
that a divergence between virus lineages occurred prior to
or after the divergence between the corresponding hosts.
Unfortunately, dating these events for the virus genes has
generally been based on estimated substitution rates that
are derived assuming virus–host cospeciation, the process
that we are evaluating. As an alternative, we designed and
implemented a new method to investigate divergence
mechanisms amongPVs that appliestheconcept ofimpor-
tance sampling in stochastic simulations to Bayesian phy-
logenetic inference.
As Bayesian phylogenetics incorporates the sampling of
tree topologies and evolutionary parameters for a set of
sequences,wecould,inprinciple,performsuchaprocedure
toinvestigatehowoftenthesampledviraldivergencetimes
corresponded to the known host divergence times. The
problem is that without some timing information included
in the simulation, the viral divergence time is equally likely
to be at any time in the past; the probability that the viral
divergence times correspond to the rather narrow interval
of the host speciation time is extremely remote, as is the
probabilitythattheviraldivergencetimeoccurredafterthe
origin of life or within the lifetime of the universe. We must
include some timing information in the MCMC analysis in
order for the sampling procedure to be constrained to re-
alistic timings. Yet, we do not wish to put in ﬁxed con-
straints that imply assumptions about cospeciation that
presuppose the relationships that we are interested in in-
vestigating. We make the assumption that cospeciation is
common, and therefore bias our MCMC sampling in favor
of large number of cospeciation events, without assuming
that any ‘‘speciﬁc’’ divergence corresponds to cospeciation.
We dothis byimposing apenalty terminthelog-likelihood
calculation for each node where cospeciation is violated,
that is, when times are sampled outside the host speciation
range, resulting in enhanced sampling of trees and timings
where cospeciation is common but avoiding the imposi-
tion of any ﬁxed constraints. This corresponds to what
would be called ‘‘importance sampling’’ in stochastic sim-
ulations (for a review, see, for instance, Srinivasan 2002).
Importance sampling provides a way of ensuring the sam-
pled parameters are relevant so that meaningful inferences
can be made from the resulting distributions.
In importance sampling, it is standard to correct for the
effect ofthebiasin order todeterminewhatthe underlying
distribution would have been in the absence of the bias.
Unfortunately, this would result in the same situation
we had prior to the imposition of the biases; the calcula-
tion,appropriatelycorrected,wouldagainbedominatedby
the vast space of possible trees where cospeciation occurs
at some random time in the past. An alternative is to con-
sider violations of cospeciation at individual nodes simply
as a measure of the evidence against cospeciation, given an
overall bias toward cospeciation. Because of our general as-
sumption of cospeciation, our observed violations repre-
sent a conservative estimate. We only need to translate
the magnitude of these violations into statistical signiﬁ-
cance.Thiscanbedonethroughparametricbootstrapping,
wherewecanaccesstheprobabilitythatasimilarorgreater
violation would be observed if cospeciation had in fact oc-
curred at that node. We do this by constructing synthetic
data modeled on the PV tree where all the nodes under
investigation have been adjusted to conform to cospecia-
tion. The nature of the mechanism will be revealed by
the timing of viral divergence relative to that of host
divergence—viral divergence prior to host speciation indi-
cates prior divergence, whereas viral divergence after host
speciation indicates host transfer.
From the PV phylogeny, we identiﬁed nodes which
formed the most recent common ancestor to PV lineages
from different hosts and for which corresponding host di-
vergence times were available.Althougha priori knowledge
of the viral phylogeny (or the posterior distribution of
trees) is required in order to identify nodes at which biased
distributions can be applied, uncertainties in the viral phy-
logeny do not pose a problem as long as the nodes of in-
terest can be conﬁdently identiﬁed by their high posterior
probabilities. Almost all nodes identiﬁed from the E1 and
L1 gene trees had posterior probabilities ranging from 0.77
to 1.00; the majority of these posterior probabilities were
greaterthan0.98. Theonlyexception involvedthehuman–
monkey split for which posterior probabilities of 0.6 were
observed in both gene trees. We ran multiple independent
MCMC chains for phylogenetic estimation and obtained
consistent results at this node and thus we proceeded with
the biased sampling at this node in spite of the lower
posterior. Host divergence times were obtained from mo-
lecular estimates along a Mammalian supertree (Bininda-
Emonds et al. 2007). For the nodes so identiﬁed, we
modiﬁed the BEAST source code to provide a modiﬁed
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distribution, the probability of node ages outside the host
speciation range, which formed the upper and lower
bounds of the standard uniform distribution, was nonzero
but lower than the probability of divergence times within
the host speciation range. Both noncospeciation priors
were assigned the same probability so there was no bias
for prior divergence over host transfer or vice versa. This
bias was implemented by imposing a (nonnormalized)
prior of 0.05 for noncospeciation relative to speciation
by adding a log-likelihood penalty of ln(0.05) 5  1.301
for each node that violated cospeciation. It is important
to note that the amount of bias against host transfer
and prior divergences does not imply an assumption about
thelikelihoodofthesetwopossiblescenariosrelativetothe
null model of virus–host cospeciation. We are simply mea-
suring how much the resulting trees violate this null model
for a given level of bias and then, using parametric boot-
strapping, determine the probability that such violations
would be observed, for the same level of bias, were the null
model to be correct. In order to see if the magnitude of the
bias affected the results, we repeated the analysis with
a log-likelihood penalty of ln(0.005) 5  2.301.
We performed this modiﬁed BEAST analysis on the E1
and L1 genes from the PV data set, with the same model
speciﬁcations as before and the biased prior distributions
speciﬁed for the ages of certain nodes. Parrot PV (PePV),
which shows the greatest evolutionary distance to all
mammalian PVs, was speciﬁed as an outgroup. For each
of these nodes, we were interested in the proportion of
the sampled states in which the node age agreed with
the associated host speciation time, the proportion in
which the node ages predate host speciation (in agree-
ment with prior divergence) and the proportion in which
t h en o d ea g e sp o s t d a t eh o s ts p e c i a t i o n( i na g r e e m e n t
with host transfer). Each BEAST analysis was run for
30,000,000 generations with states sampled every 1,000
generations.
In order tocalculatePvalues fortheresultsofthisbiased
BEAST analysis, we simulated PV data sets according to
a tree where all viral divergences (for the nodes of interest)
occurred via cospeciation. These times were randomly
sampled from the host speciation times, assuming a uni-
formdistribution.Usinga consensusmaximumaposteriori
(MAP) tree from the above BEAST analysis, we speciﬁed
times randomly sampled from the corresponding host spe-
ciation times and reestimated the times of the remaining
internal nodes using r8s (Sanderson 2003) and the non-
parametric rate smoothing algorithm, which allowed for
rate heterogeneity between branches. We repeated the
process using different sets of sampled times resulting in
ten trees with different divergence times of the internal no-
des. To convert the branch lengths from units of time to
units of distance, we sampled rates for each branch from
the distribution of branch rates obtained in the above
BEAST analysis. Sequences were simulated along the result-
ing trees using Evolver from the PAML package (Yang 1997,
2007). Each codon position was simulated separately using
the mean values of substitution parameters j and a ob-
tained from the partitioned BEAST analysis. Ten data sets
were simulated for each tree, resulting in 100 simulated
data set in total. The biased BEAST analysis was then per-
formed for each simulated data set.
Results
Testing Gene Incongruence
We used BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut 2007), a pro-
gram for Bayesian phylogenetic inference, to evaluate the
evidence that the genes, taken two at a time, have incom-
patible evolutionary histories. In contrast to other ap-
proaches, this method does not consider a speciﬁc tree
topology for each gene but rather averages over a wide
range of tree topologies either constrained or not con-
strained to be the same for both genes. We then compare
the log likelihoods obtained with and without this con-
straint. The marginal log likelihoods for each of the topo-
logically constrained and unconstrained MCMC chains are
shown in supplementary table 2 (Supplementary Material
online). (Log-likelihood values for different gene pairs are
not directly comparable as different correction constants
had to be applied to calculate the marginal log likelihood
for each gene pair.) In all 15 gene pairings, we ﬁnd higher
mean log likelihoods for chains run with independent to-
pologies for each gene than when both genes are con-
strained to the same topology at each state in the
chain. As shown in supplementary table 2 (Supplementary
Materialonline),ineachcase,wefoundthedifferencetobe
signiﬁcantly greater than the variation in log likelihood ob-
served in each analysis. The large absolute values of the log-
likelihood differences (ranging from 21.10 to 264.26) as well
as the magnitude relative to the size of the variations both
argue strongly for incongruent phylogenies. Signiﬁcant dif-
ferences in the log likelihoods, in favor of unconstrained
topologies, were also observed when the analysis was re-
peated with separate evolutionary parameters for each
gene partition. This provides evidence that all six genes
have distinct phylogenetic topologies.
No evidence of recombination has been observed in
experimental work or molecular epidemiological data.
Thislackledresearcherstoproposethattheobservedtree
incongruence might be the result of convergent evolution
(Narechania et al. 2005); convergent evolution at the
amino acid level has recently been shown to result in in-
congruent trees at the nucleotide level in extreme situa-
tions (Castoe et al. 2009). In order to test this possibility,
we repeated the analysis restricting the data set to third
codon positions that would be unexpected to show this
type of effect, as the inﬂuence of selective pressure acting
on the amino acid sequence at these positions would be
greatly reduced. We observed similar measures of phylo-
genetic incongruity, suggesting that the observed incon-
gruity is the result of viral recombination rather than
convergent evolution.
We obtained consensus MAP trees for each gene and
investigated topological differences in an attempt to
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E6, E7, and L2 displayed more uncertainty in the recon-
struction than were observed for E1 and L1, especially
forthedeeperbranches.Thisislikelyduetotheshortalign-
ment lengths of these four genes, following the removal of
locations with gaps or with uncertain alignments. We
therefore restricted further topological comparisons to
the E1 and L1 genes.
As is shown in ﬁgure 2 certain groupings of taxacluster
together with high posterior probabilities in both the E1
and L1 gene trees. In particular, the classiﬁcation of the
majorityofPVsbygenera(16generalabeledfroma–p;d e
Villiers et al. 2004), which is achieved based on a region of
the L1 gene, is maintained in both gene trees. These clas-
siﬁcations largely correspond with previous groupings of
PVs based on tissue tropism and biological manifestation
FIG.2 .The E1 and L1 gene trees each shown on top of the associated host tree (grey), which is scaled according to the times of the host
divergences (Ma). The timings of the PV splits correspond with the mean times sampled from the biased sampling analysis of each gene; the
95% CIs of viral divergence times at each node are represented by the colored bars. The host speciation times of related host taxa are
highlighted in dark grey. Posterior probabilities of internal PV branches are indicated beside the branches. PV nodes labeled with a * indicate
divergences for which cospeciation violations were found to be statistically signiﬁcant. Labels below the tree indicate 1) the names of the PV
taxa—‘‘a-2 HPVs’’ groups together all HPVs included in our analysis from species 2 of the a genus, 2) the genus classiﬁcations of the PV taxa, 3)
the host species from which the virus was isolated. PV clades are colored according to genus classiﬁcations; for simplicity, some genera that
consistently group together in both gene trees have been assigned the same color.
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ogies of the E1 and L1 genes concerns the position of the
m HPV (HPV41)-porcupine (EdPV1) clade. There is also
a rearrangement in the position of the Cetacean (por-
poise and dolphin) PVs and in the position of the p Mur-
idae PVs. Further topological incongruities are observed
within the a, b, c PVs of E1 and L1 including the charac-
teristic L1 gene split of the high-risk a HPVs and different
associations of the rhesus monkey PV with the high-risk
a PVs.
Figure 3 shows a splits network generated by combining
the E1 and L1 MAP topologies in SplitsTree (Huson and
Bryant 2006). A split is deﬁned as the partition of taxa ob-
tained following removal of any branch in the tree. Split-
sTree obtains all the splits for the E1 and L1 MAP trees and
creates a network consisting of edges for each split ob-
served in the two trees. Regions of the gene trees which
are congruent are represented by single edges in the net-
workandare‘‘tree-like’’inappearance;however,iftwotaxa
(or sets of taxa) are connected to each other in different
ways in the two gene trees this is represented in the net-
work by a set of parallel edges. Such regions in the network
therefore display where incongruities between the evolu-
tionary histories of the two genes lie. The network shows
several incongruent regions that may be due to multiple
recombination events in the evolutionary history of the vi-
ruses. Most of these incongruities are located at the base of
the network and involve viral lineages that descend to
a wide range of hosts. Further incongruities are observed
within the primate a PV clades and among the b-HPVs
FIG.2 .continued
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the network; this involves the k Carnivora PVs. The overall
compatibility of splits near the tips of the network suggests
against recent recombination events between the PV types
in our data set, consistent with the lack of experimental
observations.
Host–Virus Tree Incongruence
In addition to observing incongruities between the evolu-
tionary histories of different PV genes, we also observe in-
congruities between the derived E1 and L1 gene virus trees
and the known host tree. High posterior probabilities are
observed at almost all the internal branches in each gene
tree. The HPVs, which have been heavily sampled, fail to
form a monophyletic clade in either the E1 or the L1 gene
tree. Instead there are three consistently distinct main HPV
clades, which correspond to the a, b, and c genera of PVs.
HPV63 and HPV41, which have been assigned to the l and
m genera of PVs, respectively, did not cluster with any of the
three main HPV clades. Of the three nonhuman primate
PVs included in our analysis, chimpanzee and bonobo clus-
ter within the low-risk a HPVs while rhesus monkey PV
clusters separately within the high-risk a HPVs. Multiple
PV types isolated from cattle also fail to form a monophy-
letic clade and instead are separated into d, e, n, and BPV7
clades located in different regions of the virus trees. The
two canine PVs (COPV, CPV2) appear to be distantly re-
lated to each other and do not cluster together in either
tree.
The lack of monophyly among PVs at the hosts’ species
level further extends at the order and superorder levels.
Our dataset contains viruses isolated from themammalian
orders of Rodentia (Muridae and porcupine), Primates (hu-
man, chimpanzee, bonobo, and monkey), Lagomorpha
(rabbit), Carnivora (cat, dog, and raccoon), Cetacea (por-
poise and dolphin), and Artiodactyla (bovine, elk, deer, and
roe deer). Rodentia, Primates, and Lagomorpha fall under
the superorder Euarchontoglires, whereas the remaining
orders fall under the superorder Laurasiatheria. Among
the Rodentia, the Muridae PVs and the porcupine PVs
are in different parts of the tree, with the porcupine EdPV1
clustering with m HPV. The PV trees do not show an early
divergence of sequences from Euarchontoglires and Laur-
asiatheria but instead we see Euarchontoglire-derived PVs
clustering with Laurasiatheria-derived PVs at several points
in the gene trees.
As mentioned above, the E1 and L1 gene trees reﬂect
different evolutionary histories of the PV genes. These dif-
ferences extend to the grouping of PVs from different host
species. The CetaceanPVs cluster with Primate aPVs inthe
E1 tree but with the n BPVs in the L1 tree. The m HPV-
EdPV1 clade occupies different position in the two trees,
and although this clade associates with human and rabbit
PVs in the L1 tree, the Glire PVs (rabbits, porcupine) do not
form a monophyletic group.
FIG.3 .A splits network generated from the E1 and L1 consensus trees using SplitsTree. Sets of parallel edges in the network indicate locations
of incongruence and potential recombination.
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Mechanisms
As described in the Materials and Methods section, we ap-
plied importance-sampling techniques drawn from statis-
tical simulation theory to Bayesian phylogenetics in order
to determine whether the virus divergence time matched,
preceded, or followed the host divergence time, indicating
cospeciation, prior divergence, or host transfers, respec-
tively. This analysis involved biasing the Bayesian sampling
ofviraldivergencetimestowardcospeciation,ﬁndingthose
nodes in which the statistical support against cospeciation
was sufﬁcient to overcome the applied bias, and then using
parametric bootstrapping, that is, applying the same calcu-
lations to simulated data, in order to evaluate the proba-
bility of getting such a strong support if the null model of
cospeciation were to have occurred.
We performed this analysisindependently ontheE1 and
L1 gene data sets because of the observed phylogenetic in-
compatibility of these genes. Divergence time constraints
were placed on 24 nodes of the E1 and L1 trees, as shown
in supplementary table 3 (Supplementary Material online),
in accordance with the corresponding host divergence
times (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007). A log-likelihood pen-
alty of ln(0.05) was set for the sampling of times outside of
the speciﬁed host speciation range at each node. We re-
peated the analysis with a stronger bias of ln(0.005). The
results described below refer to the results obtained with
the weaker bias, unless stated.
Supplementarytable4(SupplementaryMaterialonline)
shows the statistical support for prior divergence or host
transferforbothE1andL1genes.Theresultingdivergence
timings with conﬁdence intervals (CIs) are shown in
ﬁgure 2. Figure 4 shows the ancestral PV splits for which
violationofthehostspeciationtimesinoneorbothofthe
data sets was found to be statistically signiﬁcant, with CIs
for the viral divergence times compared with the uncer-
tainty in the host divergence times. Node times sampled
after the host speciation times suggest host transfer
events. Node times sampled prior to the host speciation
time are taken as indication of prior divergence possibly
followed by incomplete lineage sorting, extinction, or lack
of detection.
Mostnodesdonotrejectthecospeciationprocess,suggest-
ing that the data are consistent with our assumption of the
generality of cospeciation. Statistically signiﬁcant support
for prior divergence at the ancestral PV nodes of human–
monkey, dolphin–porpoise, domestic–cottontail rabbits,
elk–roe deer, Cervinae (deer)–Capreolinae (elk, roe deer),
and Cervidae–d BPV was observed for both genes. As seen
in ﬁgure 4, there is generally good agreement between the
timing of these prior divergence events in both gene trees,
arguing against recombination at these points. In addition,
there is strong support for prior divergence of the E1
genes of the Muridae (harvest and multimammate
mouse) PVs, whereas for the L1 genes, the divergence
times sampled for this node largely agree with the host
speciation times. For the L1 genes, prior divergence at
the ancestral node of the Cetacean–n BPV was also found
to be statistically signiﬁcant; these two groups of PVs do
not share an immediate common ancestor in the E1 gene
tree.
The only host transfer event found to be statistically sig-
niﬁcant with the weaker penalty was the post-host speci-
ation divergence ofthe m HPV-porcupine (EdPV1) L1 genes.
The proposed host transfer of the E1 genes of these PV
species was not found to be signiﬁcant (P ; 0.30). For
the E1 gene, we observe divergence times of 55.38–88.14
million years ago (Ma) compared with 40.70–62.82 Ma
for the L1 gene, however, the position of this node differs
in both gene trees.
Results obtained with the stronger cospeciation bias of
ln(0.005) were in general similar, as shown in supplemen-
tary table 4 (Supplementary Material online). All the nodes
where cospeciation was rejected with the weaker bias pro-
ducedsimilarresults withthestrongerbias,withtheexcep-
tion of theprior divergence ofthe Cottontail and European
rabbit divergence of the E1 gene, which was strongly sup-
ported with the weaker bias (P , 0.01) but not quite sup-
ported with the stronger bias (P , 0.06). A number of
nodes seemed to reject cospeciation with the stronger bias
based on minimal posterior probabilities, generally corre-
sponding to phylogenetic trees that were far from the
MAP tree. When analyzing the simulated data sets using
the higher bias, the MCMC chain does not appear to sam-
ple these topologies. It is therefore possible that there is
inadequate mixing of the MCMC sampling procedure at
this higher bias.
When sampling PV divergence times we allowed for rate
heterogeneity across branches following rejection of a mo-
lecular clock from both likelihood ratio tests and Bayesian
FIG.4 .Divergence times for the host (black), E1 (red), and L1 (blue)
genes. CIs for the host and viral divergence times are indicated with
error bars; unseen error bars represent CIs smaller than the size of
the symbols. Viral divergence times further back than host
divergence times (e.g., human–monkey) represent prior divergence,
whereas viral divergence times more recent than host divergence
times (e.g., human–porcupine) represent likely host transfer events.
Statistically signiﬁcant violation of host divergence time observed
for E1 only.
Statistically signiﬁcant violation of host divergence time
observed for L1 only.
*Node present in L1 gene tree only.
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a lognormal distribution; the mean evolutionary rate esti-
mated for the E1 genes was 7.1   10
 9 (standard deviation
[SD] 5 3.1   10
 10) nucleotide substitutions per site per
year and 9.7   10
 9 (SD 5 5.2   10
 10) nucleotide sub-
stitutions per site per year for the L1 genes. In order to pro-
vide a more accurate estimate of the rate, we performed
the BEAST analysis again for each gene, specifying con-
straints only for those nodes that did not show signiﬁcant
violations of cospeciation, for which we applied the stan-
dard uniform prior distribution of divergence times. The
resulting mean rates obtained were 7.1   10
 9 (SD 5
1.5   10
 10) nucleotide substitutions per site per year
for the E1 genes and 9.6   10
 9 (SD 5 2.1   10
 10) nu-
cleotide substitutions per site per year for the L1 genes,
which are in good agreement with our previous estimates.
Branch-speciﬁcevolutionaryratesaresimilaratthetopand
bottomofourtreessuggestingagainstsaturationhavingan
affect on our analysis.
Discussion
Previous studies of phylogenetic incongruence among PV
genes have largely reported incongruence between the
early genes and the late genes (Bravo and Alonso 2004;
Garcia-Vallve et al. 2005; Narechania et al. 2005). The most
recent analysis of PV gene incongruence, however, did not
ﬁnd signiﬁcant incongruence between the amino acid se-
quences of the E1, E2, and L1 genes and therefore claimed
thattheproteinproductsofthesethreegenesmaybecom-
bined in phylogenetic analyses (Gottschling, Stamatakis,
et al. 2007). Similar conclusions could not be drawn at
the nucleotide level, however, and it must be noted that
onlya smallrepresentative set ofPVswas usedin thestudy.
We ﬁrst investigated topological incongruence be-
tween various mammalian PV genes. Our test involved
a larger data set of PVs than has been previously consid-
ered, including many nonhuman PV sequences and did
not make the assumptions of previous work that we
can conﬁdently determine the correct single topology
for each gene or that there is an overall tree representing
the ‘‘true’’ phylogeny. Instead, we employed Bayesian
methods to integrate over uncertainties in the speciﬁc to-
pology of each gene and examined the effect on the likeli-
hood when each pair of genes is constrained to assume
identical topologies. We ﬁnd signiﬁcant topological in-
c o n g r u e n c eb e t w e e nt h eE 1 ,E 2 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,L 1 ,a n dL 2g e n e s .
These incongruities were observed at multiple branches
between the gene phylogenies and involved rearrange-
ments between multiple sets of taxa. We propose that
multiplerecombination eventsmayhaveoccurred among
the E1 and/or L1 genes of PV lineages that coexisted in
ancestral mammalian species. Multiple recombination
events within the a, b,a n dc p r i m a t eP Vg e n e r am a ya l s o
be inferred. This has important implications for the inter-
pretation of phylogenetic analyses of PVs as analyses per-
formed on combined data sets may be compromised. The
topological incongruities also indicate the role of recom-
bination in the evolutionary history of the PVs.
The application of recombination detection programs
to PV sequences has highlighted potential intragene re-
combination events within several PV genes. Varsani
etal.(2006)located4statisticallysigniﬁcantrecombination
events in the L2 gene, 2 statistically signiﬁcant recombina-
tion events in the L1 gene, and 1 statistically signiﬁcant re-
combination event in the E1 gene from a data set
consisting of 105 sequences. In a separate analysis of the
a HPVs, signiﬁcant recombination signal was detected in
theL1andL2genesandalsointheE6andE7genes(Angulo
and Carvajal-Rodriguez 2007; Carvajal-Rodriguez 2008).
The location of recombination breakpoints in these genes
remains undetermined. In our analysis, we treated each
gene individually and speciﬁcally neglected these potential
intragene recombination events.
By employing a novel importance-weighting scheme, we
were able to identify viral divergences where the evidence
indicates a process other than cospeciation—either prior
viral divergence preceding the host divergence or host
transfers following the host divergence. There are uncer-
tainties in the analysis, but we can characterize the overall
picture. There was a wide diversiﬁcation of PVs among
mammals starting from around 150 Ma. Starting with an
early divergence of the Cervidae-d BPV-e BPV lineage from
that of the other mammalian PVs, by the time of the Eu-
archontoglires–Laurasiatheriadivergenceapproximately96
Ma both genes had well-deﬁned a, b, Cervidae-d BPV-e
BPV, n Bovine, Cetacean, and k (Carnivora excluding
CPV2) lineages. In addition, L1 had two lineages containing
the c HPV-mouse and BPV7-CPV2 types, whereas for E1,
these types were divided into c HPV and mouse-BPV7-
CPV2 lineages. The l HPV-m HPV-EdPV1-j rabbit clade
present at this time in L1 was divided into l HPV-j rabbit
and m HPV-EdPV1 clades in E1.
The L1 gene exhibits a cospeciation divergence between
the l HPV-m HPV-EdPV1 and j rabbit PV lineages, followed
by a divergence between l HPV and m HPV-EdPV1 and
a host transfer event between humans (m HPV) and por-
cupine (EdPV1). The E1 gene follows a different trajectory,
with the m HPV-EdPV1 lineage diverging from the rest of
the PV species quite early; the l HPV–j rabbit PV lineage
diverges from the k clade sometime later but still prior to
the split between Euarchontoglires and Laurasiatheria.
Varsani et al. (2006) analyzed various PV sequences us-
ing a suite of recombination detection methods and iden-
tiﬁed m HPV as a putative recombinant sequence with the
canine PV (COPV) from the k genus as one of the parent
sequences. Their analysis highlighted the E1 gene of m HPV
as the location of recombination. Our gene trees do not
concur with their ﬁnding as m HPV is quite distantly re-
lated to the k Carnivora PVs in the E1 gene tree. The con-
sistent grouping of m HPV and the porcupine PV in our
t r e e ss u g g e s t st h a tm HPV is unlikely to be a recombinant
genome but the variable position of this clade in the dif-
ferent gene trees may indicate a recombination event in
the ancestral viral lineage. One possible explanation in-
volves a recombination event occurring between an un-
known ancestral PV lineage and the ancestral lineage of l
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porcupine EdPV1. Subsequent to the recombination
event the PV lineage diverged with the Primate and Ro-
denthostsbutcoinfectionineitherhostapproximately50
Ma resulted in transfer of the late region of the genome
fromonespeciestotheother,althoughwecannotdeduce
the direction of this transfer. A simpler scenario would be
that the two human PV subtypes diverged from an ances-
tralPrimatePVlineage,andsubsequently,therewasahost
transfer of the ancestral m HPV lineage to an ancestral
Hystricognathi species resulting in the porcupine PV;
although our E1 gene analysis does not support the diver-
gence of m HPV and l HPV and failed to support a host
transfer event involving m HPV and the porcupine PV,
a proportion of the divergence times sampled outside
of the host speciation do overlap with those of L1 gene.
In order to observe cospeciation of the m HPV and porcu-
pine PV L1 gene sequences, we would have to apply a sub-
stitution rate of approximately 6.7   10
 9 nucleotide
substitutions per site per year, which falls below the dis-
tribution of rates applied across the different branches of
the L1 tree and supports the rejection of cospeciation at
this node.
For the L1 gene, we do observe cospeciation between
the c HPV and p Muridae PV lineages, as well as between
the dog (CPV2)–BPV7 divergence. For the E1 gene, we
observe early divergence of c HPVs from the p Muridae-
CPV2–BPV7 lineage, followed by cospeciation divergences
in the latter. Despite the lack of statistical support for re-
jecting cospeciation at these various nodes, the observed
E1 topology is inconsistent with the host topology, as we
would expect the Euarchontoglires (humans and Muridae)
and Laurasiatheria (dogs and cows) to cluster separately. It
is important to note that we can only detect host transfers
and prior divergences when these events occur sufﬁciently
far from the divergence between the hosts. It may be that
the prior divergence or host transfer events occurred
within the estimated time for the host divergence event
or that there is insufﬁcient data to make a reliable identi-
ﬁcation of the process of the virus divergence. It is also pos-
sible that the topology of the viral trees is erroneous,
although the posterior probability for the derived topology
is high.
A similar situation was observed in the k clade of the
Carnivora PVs: the E1 gene tree topology of this clade is
congruent with the host topology and there is no evidence
of host transfer or prior divergence of the cat, dog (COPV),
and raccoon PVs. In the L1 gene tree, however, the cat PV is
more closely related to the dog PV than the raccoon PV
with insufﬁcient statistical support in favor of host transfer
at the cat–dog PV node. Again, these events might have
occurred within the estimated time for the host divergence
event or represent our limited statistical power.
Topological differences between the E1 and L1 genes did
notresultinconﬂictingdivergencetimesforthemajorityof
viral nodes, which lead us to conclude that the different
phylogenies observed for the PV genes arise from recom-
bination events among the ancestral viral lineages. The Ce-
tacean PVs provide an interesting example of this. Both
Cetacean PVs were extracted from genital warts; in the
E1 gene tree, they form a clade sister to the a PVs, which
are the only other clade comprising of genital PVs. In the L1
gene tree, the Cetacean PVs form a clade sister to the n
BPVs and thus for these PVs the L1 gene tree appears
to reﬂect the host phylogeny, whereas the E1 gene tree re-
ﬂects the biological properties of the virus. Our sampled
divergence times reveal cospeciation of the a Primate
PV-Cetacean PV divergence of the E1 gene and prior diver-
gence of the n BPV-Cetacean PV L1 genes. In addition, the
sampled divergence times for the E1 a Primate–Cetacean
node are similar with those of the L1 n bovine–Cetacean
node. Our results appear to suggest that the ancestral PV
lineage that was passed on to the two Cetacean animals
maybearecombinantoftheancestralaPrimatePVlineage
and the ancestral n BPV lineage. A recombination event
was identiﬁed in the L2 gene of porpoise PsPV1 in the anal-
ysis of Varsani et al. (2006); however, an ancestral PV of the
b genus of HPVs was proposed as one of the parental se-
quences of the recombination despite the inclusion of n
BPVs in the analysis. Two other Cetacean PVs—TtPV1
and TtPV3—both obtained from the bottlenose dolphin
are also thought to be the descendants of a recombinant
PVderived fromPsPVand TtPV2(Rector etal.2008).There
is therefore accumulating evidence of recombinant PV lin-
eages speciﬁcally among the Cetacean species.
The relative rarity of zoonotic transmissions of PVs in
our analysis is in agreement with the practical difﬁculties
associated with such events.PVs mayonly gain entry to the
basal cells of epithelial tissue via epithelial wounds there-
fore zoonotic transmissions would require direct contact
between the different host species at the very least. Details
ofthemolecularmechanism ofPVrecognition byhost cells
arenotknownbuttheslowevolutionaryrateofPVsislikely
to hinder rapid adaptation to a new host. Current evidence
indicates that PV gene expression outside of the natural
host fails to result in productive infection.
The absence of PV lineages from various extant hosts
may be explained by incomplete lineage sorting ofthe virus
among the descendant host species (the virus was not ver-
tically transmitted to all descendant hosts), extinction of
virus lineages along particular hosts or a failure to detect
these viruses in nonhuman species. There has been an in-
creased sampling effort among other mammalian species,
particularly in zoo animals (Antonsson and Hansson 2002;
Antonsson and McMillan 2006), however, there has been
little success in detecting new PV types, and for many spe-
cies no PV infection is found. It may be that many nonhu-
man PV lineages have become extinct but it is difﬁcult to
explain this pattern of extinction given the extent of PV
diversiﬁcation observed among humans. Our analysis
shows the HPV radiations began prior to the existence
of humans—the divergence of last common ancestor of
the a PVs is estimated to have occurred 70–80 Ma, that
of the b PVs is estimated at around 55–65 Ma, and that
of the c PVs is estimated at around 75 Ma in our analysis.
According to these timings, all three genera existed prior to
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PVs may even have existed prior to the divergence of the
Euarchonta, which include the Dermoptera (e.g., ﬂying le-
murs) and Scandentia (e.g., tree shrews) orders as well as
the Primates. No PVs have been isolated from the Dermop-
tera or the Scandentia, however, and the observed PV di-
versity among nonhuman Primates is currently much less
than that observed among humans. If similar radiations
had occurred in other mammalian orders then the Papil-
lomaviridae family has the potential to be substantially
larger than previously imagined under a strictly cospeciat-
ing mechanism of PV divergence.
Previous estimates of the rate of evolution of PVs have
been obtained from PV sequences between closely related
hosts under the assumption of cospeciation of host and
virus. For feline PVs, an initial estimate of 7.3–9.6  
10
 9 nucleotide substitutions per site per year (Tachezy,
Duson, et al. 2002) was later revised to an overall rate of
1.95   10
 8 (95% CI: 1.32   10
 8, 2.47   10
 8) nucleotide
substitutions per site per year for the viral-coding genome
and with evolutionary rates for individual genes ranging
from 1.44   10
 8 (for E7) to 2.39   10
 8 (for E6; Rector
et al. 2007). A rate of 1.2   10
 8 nucleotide substitutions
per site per year was estimated from Artiodactyla PV se-
quences (Van Ranst et al. 1995). The Bayesian approach
used to investigate cospeciation involves estimation of
the evolutionary rates along each branch. The mean rate
from the resulting distribution of branch rates therefore
allows us to supply estimates of the overall average rate
of PV evolution, as well as an estimation of how much this
rate varies along various branches of the phylogenetic tree.
We found different rates for the E1 genes and the L1 genes.




nucleotide substitutions per site per year and 9.57   10
 9
(SD 5 2.08   10
 9) nucleotide substitutions per site per
year, respectively. Previous estimates for these two genes
found evolutionary rates of 1.76   10
 8 (95% CI: 1.2  
10
 8, 2.31   10
 8) and 1.84   10
 8 (95% CI: 1.27  
10
 8, 2.35   10
 8), respectively; however, this analysis
was restricted to feline PVs (Rector et al. 2007). Our lower
evolutionary rates correlate with our observations of prior
divergence of PV lineages, whereas previous estimates have
assumed strict correspondence with host divergence times
among a small set of closely related PVs. The E1 gene codes
for a protein that initiates replication, whereas the L1 gene
codes for the viral capsid protein. We may expect the L1
gene tohave a higherevolutionary rate thanthe E1 gene, as
the capsid proteins must maintain diversity in order to
evade recognition by the host immune system.
In performing this analysis, we are introducing a new
general method to investigate diversiﬁcation mechanisms
of viruses and other parasites. Previous methods have gen-
erally relied on host–parasite tree reconciliations, which
involve counting events necessary to explain discrepancies
between the calculated host and parasite trees. These
methods suffer from the problems of unknown host
and parasite phylogenies, the need to assign relative
weights to the different diversiﬁcation events and the ex-
istence of equally parsimonious but different solutions.
The incorporation of host transfer events adds additional
uncertainty to proposed solutions as temporal informa-
tion on divergence events is not known but host transfer
can only occur between contemporaneous hosts. Other
methods have assumed that timing could be derived by
assuming strict cospeciation events at some part of the
tree, assuming what is being examined elsewhere. Our
method considers cospeciation to represent the ‘‘null hy-
pothesis’’ and tests for violations of cospeciation by sam-
pling viral divergence times that are biased for the host
speciation times. We are therefore able to analyze the dif-
ferent evolutionary scenarios without requiring explicit
knowledge of the viral divergence times. The bias toward
cospeciation means that only those divergences that
strongly conﬂict with the cospeciation times will be iden-
tiﬁed. By utilizing Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, we are
able to examine host–parasite associations without re-
stricting the parasite phylogeny to one topology whereas
also incorporating evolutionary information present in the
data set to evaluate temporal congruence. The only as-
sumption made in our method is that host tree and
the associated divergence times are correct, which is nec-
essary in order for the method to produce results. Explicit
consideration of evolutionary events along each lineage is
circumvented making the biased sampling method more
suitable for complex data sets with high parasite-to-host
ratios than are alternative methods.
The derived timings of the distant viral divergences can
be compromised by saturation. We observed no correla-
tion between the branch-speciﬁc substitution rates and
thedepthofthebranchonthephylogenetictree,providing
no evidence for such saturation effects. More conclusive
evidence of the lack of such saturation would require a bet-
ter characterization of the timing of these deeper nodes,
something that is not available given the current sequence
data and available host speciation information.
The choice of the bias is important. If the bias toward
cospeciation is not sufﬁciently strong, the MCMC sampling
will be dominated by irrelevant timescales, and the poste-
riorprobabilitiesofbothrealandsyntheticdatawillinclude
negligible cospeciation posteriors, resulting in lack of sta-
tistical power. Conversely, when the bias is too strong
the MCMC mixing times become inconveniently long; this
is especially a problem when there is evidence rejecting co-
speciation based on minimal posteriors, as occurred with
the higher bias used in this paper. It is best to be suspicious
of results rejecting cospeciation unless there are substantial
posteriors on multiple MCMC threads, as in the results re-
ported here.
The calculations described here are computationally in-
tensive, as theMCMCanalysis mustbe repeatedfor eachof
theparametric bootstrap simulations.The statistical power
ofthismethodisalsoreducedbytheconservativenatureof
the assumption of the general predominance of cospecia-
tion. Further work is necessary to better characterize the
statistical power of this method, including how this
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as. Comparison of viral speciation times with that of their
hosts will always be conservative, however, as prior radia-
tion and host transfer events that occur within the uncer-
tainty of the host speciation time cannot be detected with
this method.
Our analysis presents the ﬁrst attempt to characterize
alternative host association mechanisms of the PVs and
therefore resolve PV–host phylogenetic incongruities.
The current PV genome data set extends that included
in our analysis, however, we restricted ourselves to those
sequences that could be conﬁdently placed on the PV tree.
As more PV types are identiﬁed, we are hopeful that biased
sampling of divergence times for a larger data set of PVs,
and with greater coverage of the host tree, will generate an
even clearer picture of PV evolutionary history.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables 1–4 are available at Molecular Biol-
ogy and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals
.org/).
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